I. INTRODUCTION

The security of medical images which are stored on digital media is vital. These images might be extensive in size and number, and for the most part, contain private image [1]. As digital images are normally indicated by two dimensional, so as to quickly track de-connect relations among pixels [2], we execute a higher dimensional encryption key utilizing the decimal development of an irrational number and after that use it to rearrange the situation of pixels in the secret image [3-10]. Storage and transmission, encryption is an extremely [11] proficient device, yet once the sensitive information is decrypted, the data isn’t ensured any longer [12]. If the images are in plain-text, then it is difficult to access it and of the day by day logs by the intruder. Most basic encryption algorithms put the accentuation on text data or paired data [13-14]. In this manner, the standard customary ciphers like IDEA, AES, DES, and RSA etc. are not proper for continuous image encryption as these ciphers needed high computational time and power for registering [8]. By understanding the advantages of encryption in giving a capable security to unique data, an effective algorithm is introduced to encrypt and decrypt the medical images [15-20]. The ideas of Optimization Algorithm are to scramble and decrypt the image for securely trading it between the transmissions as well as receiving side images [21-30]. This paper discussed the image security for the stored images with optimal signcryption technique. Here AEHO technique is presented to choose the optimal keys of encryption and decryption model.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In 2016 Shankar et al. [31] have proposed the n ECC method, the public key is randomly generated in the encryption process and decryption process, the private key (H) is generated by utilizing the optimization technique and for evaluating the performance of the optimization by using the PSNR. From the test results, the PSNR has been exposed to be 65.73057, also the mean square error (MSE) value is 0.017367 and the correlation coefficient (CC) is 1 for the decrypted image without any distortion of the original image and the optimal PSNR value is attained using the cuckoo search (CS) algorithm when compared with the existing works.

A sender transmits the secret image which is divided into shares and it holds hidden information by Shankar K et al.[32]. Have suggested these process, shares and AES algorithm binds together to give the resultant shares are called the encapsulated shares. Consequently, the secret image information cannot be retrieved from any one transparency via human visual perception.The Proposed scheme offers better security for shares and also reduces the fraudulent shares of the secret image. Further, the experimental results and analyses have demonstrated that the proposed scheme can effectively encrypt the image with the fast execution speed and minimized PSNR value.

The proposed study, Homomorphic Encryption (HE) with optimal key selection for image security is utilized by Shankar K et al.[33]. Here the histogram equalization is introduced for altering image intensities to improve contrast. The histogram of an image generally speaks to the comparative frequency of occurrence of the different graylevels in the image. To increase the security level inspired Ant Lion Optimization (ALO) is considered,
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where the fitness function as max entropy the best-encrypted image is characterized as the image with most astounding entropy among adjacent pixels. Analyzing the outcomes from the performed experimental outcomes can accomplish abnormal state and great strength of proposed model compared with other encryption strategies.

In 2017 Sathesh Kumar et al.[34] The distinctive encryption strategies are cloud sensitive data security process. On the off chance that the data owner stores the sensitive data to cloud server, the data owner is encrypted their data encryption systems. Here, AES, RSA, Blowfish and ECC encryption techniques are considered. From the security model, the most data secure in blowfish encryption contrasted with different procedures in view of encryption and decryption time with data.

In 2018 . Avudaiappan et al.[36] the dual encryption procedure is utilized to encrypt the medical images. Initially Blowfish Encryption is considered and then signcryption algorithm is utilized to confirm the encryption model. After that, the Opposition based Flower Pollination (OPF) is utilized to upgrade the private and public keys. The performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated using performance measures such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), entropy, Mean Square Error (MSE), and Correlation Coefficient (CC) [37].

2. An Image Security Methodology

The main objective of this work is to develop a mutually authenticated image transmission protocol that provides confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of the images. There are a few security issues related to digital medical image processing and transmission, so it is essential to keep up the uprightness as well as the secrecy of the image. Initially, the standard images are considered for security process that is encryption and decryption model, here AEHO based signcryption technique is proposed. The purpose of optimal key selection in security strategy is choosing optimal private and public key in both sender and receiver side. After the images encryption, it’s stored in the cloud or relevant area, after that optimal private key is used for the image decryption process, here the optimal keys are attained based on the objective function as Maximum PSNR value and this proposed model is implemented in MATLAB platform [38-45].

2.1 Image Security using Signcryption Algorithm

A novel technique for public key cryptography is Signcryption which simultaneously satisfies both the elements of digital signature and open key encryption with lower cost. The properties included in signcryption are Confidentiality, Unforgeability, Integrity, and Non-repudiation. Some signcryption consists of additional attributed such as Public verifiability and forward secrecy of message confidentiality. This work consists of three models, for example, key generation, signcryption, and unsigncryption process.

2.1.1 Key Generation

The Signcryption, represents a public-key primitive which constitutes two vital cryptographic gadgets which are capable of ensuring the privacy, honesty, and non-repudiation. It simultaneously performs the tasks of both digital signature and encryption. This initialization process initializes the prime numbers, hash functions with keys. In light of these, we get the private and public key for both the sender and beneficiary. To improve the medical image security, the proposed technique utilizes the ideal private keys by the optimization process.

Initialization:-

\[ L_p \] - Large prime number
\[ L_f \] - Large prime factor
\[ I \] - Integer with order \( L_f \) modulo \( L_p \), chosen randomly from \([1, \ldots, L_p - 1] \)

Hash- One way hash function, whose output has at least 128 bits,
\[ L_p \] - Keyed one way hash function
\[ D \] - Value, chosen randomly \([1, \ldots, L_f - 1]\)

Sender Key pair \((M_{k1}, N_{k1})\)
\[ M_{k1} = Q^{A_{k1}} \mod L_p \] (1)

Receiver key pairs \((M_{k2}, N_{k2})\)
\[ N_{k2} = Q^{A_{k2}} \mod L_p \] (2)

2.1.2 Signcryption with Optimal keys

From the optimal keys, the image will be secured with the help of signcryption strategy. Signcryption is public key primitive that simultaneously executes the elements of both digital signature and encryption. With the expectation of assessing the hash value, uses the receiver public key. The detailed steps of this process mentioned in below section.
Steps:

- Select the sender values from the range of 
  \( (1 - L_f) \)
- Evaluate the hash function of the sender utilizes the receiver optimal Public key \((opt \_Y_{k_2})\) and deliver 128-bit plain image into two 64-bit hash outputs.
  \( H_o = \text{hash}(N_{k_2} D \mod P_m) \)  \((1)\)
- Then, he performs the encryption of the data with the assistance of the encryption (E) algorithm with \(OH_1\). Thus, he gets hold of the sender cipher image \((C_f)\) as illustrated in the following Equation.
  \( C_f = E_{nc \_H_{o1}}(image) \)  \((2)\)
- Now, he effectively utilizes the \(H_{o2}\) value in the one-way keyed hash function \(KH\) to achieve a hash of the data, which leads to the 128-bit hash, labeled as \(U\).
  \( U = L_p H_{o2}(image) \)  \((3)\)
- Finally, he evaluates the value \(S\) by means of Equation 11 shown hereunder.
  \( S_i = \frac{D}{(D + D_{o1H}) \mod L_f} \)  \((4)\)
- Thus, the send pockets three distinct values such as \(S_i, U\) and \(C_f\) the, which are subsequently communicated to the receiver.

2.2.2 Unsigncryption

- The receiver end performs the function of decryption of the data by carrying out the successive steps in the unsigncryption phase.
- The sender effectively utilizes the values of \(S_i, U\) and \(C_f\) receiver private key, sender public key, \(P\) and \(G\) to estimate a hash which ultimately offers the 128-bit output.
  \( H_o = \text{hash}(N_{k_1} * D^R) * M_{k_2} \mod L_p \)  \((5)\)
- The receiver consequently uses the key \(H_{o1}\) to decrypt the cipher text \(C_o\), which eventually users in the data.
  \( Dec \_image = Dec H_{o1}(C_f) \)  \((6)\)
- Based on above signcryption and unsigncryption process based the images are secure the image. Recognize the legitimate message if. It goes to the subsequent stage which is the designcryption, implying the received image \(m\) is genuine.

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This proposed image security model applied in MATLAB 2015a with an i5 processor and 4GB RAM. For this evaluation model, various images are taken into consideration such as Lena, cameramen baboon and pepper. Some of the performance measures are used they are PSNR, Mean square Error (MSE) values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Encrypted</th>
<th>Decrypted</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Encrypted Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Decrypted Image" /></td>
<td>59.52</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 display that the image security results of a proposed technique that is the most beneficial signcryption approach, the measures such as PSNR and MSE. At yield decryption algorithm related so as to procure precise image again. For this reason, twofold security is acquired through the transmission. After transmission, the bit is eliminated from it, to attain are a complete image. If the Lena image the most PSNR is 59.52dB and 0.05 MSE in the proposed version, further the outcomes are analyzed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper analyzed the image security method with most excellent signcryption method’s the encryption system, the non-public key and the general public key are optimized utilizing AEHO based signcryption approach. The performances of the proposed approach are evaluated by the usage of PSNR and MSE. In addition to these, there are several different problems exist consisting of total keys size as well as computation used in the previous algorithm may be very big. From the implementation consequences the most PSNR is 56.22dB and minimal MSE is zero.22. Therefore the confidentiality of the image is upheld ultimately and the reclaimed image is obtainable the particular image without in any way adversely influencing the quality of the image.

In the future scope, the hybrid optimization model is taken into consideration to the growing level of the image.
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